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CHAPTER I

THE PROB'"'"
The desire to enhance the impact ot the high school
physics upon the pupils through the laboratory experience
was created while teaching this course for the tirst time.
The laboratory

r1ence seemed to lack the impetus to

arouse within the pupils the interest needed to give them
the necessary motivation and understanding.
Several references l and lectures given by science
teachers cade it evident that the need tor improved labora
tory procedure was a national problem.
I.

STAT

NT OF

THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this thesis is to provide some labora
tory experiences in physics which will (1) develop a func
tional understanding of the principles, facts and concepts;
(2) create interest in the physics course; (J) incorporate
lasorge Greisen 14al1inson, "The Role of Physics in
the Emerging High School," School Science and Mathematics.
55:211-16. l4arch, 1955; Paul F. Brandweln,~stacles to
Increased Physics Enrollment." American Journal of bhiiiCS,
23:537-41. November. 1955; Richard M. Sutton, "Tn; 0 ege
Teachers look at High School Science." The Science Teacher,
22:184. ~~y, 1956j Hayn Krug1ak. "The E1?ict or HIgh SchOOl
Physics and College Laboratory Instruction on Achievement in
College Physics," Science Education, 39:219-22. April, 1955;
Physical Science Study. "BuIldIng a New Structure," Ie!
Science Teacher. 24:315. November, 1957; Ray C. ~~u1.
"ScIence Teachers tor Tomorrow." Ih! Science Teacher. 20:
173-5. September, 195J.

2

more of the objectives of science and general education than
found in traditional manuals; (4) increase the skill in com
municating ideas intelligently.

II.

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

In this thesis only a small portion of the vast prob
lem of physics instruction was selected for study and a
possible solution.

The portion of the physics problem se

lected was the improvement of physics experiments.

III.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM

In the period 1945-1955 there was a rapid decline in
the number of high school students taking physics courses. 2
Subsequent events have started the efforts to i.proye the
course of secondary physics in order to make it more meaning
ful and appealing.
A large percentage of these students "are a 'captiYe
audience.' in the sense that they are required to pass the
course to get into college.")

This decline in enrollment

and the fqct that most students take high school physics
because it is required suggests that a reorganization with
a change of emphasis within the physics syllabus might be
2Ray c. ~~ul, "Is the Science Teacher Shortage a
Curriculum Factor?" Ih! Science Teacher. 23:181-), May. 1956.
)Walter C. Michels. "The Teaching of Elementary
Physics," Scientific American, 198:30. April, 1958.

desirable. 4
There is additional evidence which suggests a reor
ganization ot the high school physics course.

Since the

early years of the twentieth century, the natural sciences
have

under~one

two distinct

chan~es.

First, the sciences

themselves have grown considerably, both in technique and
in deDth.

Second, the science has become more interwoven

with our daily life.
8'oi1

Kodern man has moved farther from the

closer to the 1

ratory.

ether aware of it or

not, he lives out his lire in constant association with
scientific methods and the benefits of scientific research.
For some time, scientists and educators have been
are that this altered state of affairs is inadequately
being met in secondary education.

The teaching of science

has changed substantially both in content and in technique
in the last fifty years.

But on the whole, the changes have

consisted in additions of n

haS9S of science and altera

tiona of the existing phases.

Recently there has been re

peated outcries that ehis bit by bit reconstruction has long
since failed in its purpose, and that a complete reorganiza
tion of secondary physics is now necessary.;
• functional physics laboratory wh1cb would create

4Ibid
.......... •
SElbert P. Little, "In These Beginings,"
Teacher, 24:315, November, 1957.

!h!

Science

4.
interest, and stimulate the learning process would be a step
towar

improving the course.

The degree of interest, motiva

tioD,and learning in the laboratory is usually developed
through the use of a laboratory manual and its method of
anproach.

If a greater

ree of interest, motivation, and

learnine: 1s to
in t

1

11 have to be

, th

ra.tory

laboratory procedure.

t

It is a fairly

1 established belief that students

ore from experiences in which they are participants
than from those in which they are only observers. 6
This favors a 1
the student i

ratory ty.

f experience in which

to be an activ

110

entally and physically.

By b91

articipant both
ntally active does not

imply that the student merely follows directions.

It im

pl,ies that the student should have a definite part 1n such
things

&5

planning of the

experi~ental

and writing up of his cwn r&sult
istance the student needs

procedure, data sheet,

conclusions.

planning the experimental pro

cedure and drawine the conclusions could best
s of questlons, ttr
ant which

wou~

to point to th

laboratory manual

inductive method of teaching.

6
Hoff'm.an, .'&."'~,;;jjjI.'" .....v v •• v _ .....
(New Yor'
AC
u
C44

rovided by

ga, and the wording of the exper1

direct the student's thinking.
d t"or

Th

This seems
playing the

HAPTER II
.~LOP

THE

I.

ITIONS .

D.

Inductive Method

OF TH

2!.

""RTI-mNT
USED

Teaching.

inductive teaching 1s meant progressing from the
icular to the general. or more specifically. from
the facts to concepts and principles. Inductive teach
ing is illustrated by having the pupils experiment with
simple levars until they are able to arrive at the
pr1nci'Dle."
By

Sci~ntific M~thod.

The scientific
sibl

hod i

olution to

tern of investigation
rOblem. g

Problem-301ving.
Problem-solving may ba ciefined as the process of
seeking the answers to questions which cannot be answered
by simply readinAA remembering, smelling, tasting. look
ing or llstening~
Creative Thinking.
A problem becomes creative thinking when
added the strictly personal contribution of
or 'guess'. Although based upon experience
and test~d by logical processes in r9l~tion

there is
the 'hunch'
and facts
to f~cts.

7Nelson B. Henry. ~ditor. tTScience Education in Ameri
can Schools." The FartY-Sixth Yearbook of the National
Soc1etv for th~tu Y of EducatIon, Parr-l~1ca~o: The
University o~1cago Press, 1947'. p. 49.
8r.tsx Black, Critical Thinking (New York: Prent1ce
all, Inc •• 1946). pp. 354-5.
9Robert W. Frederick. Clarence E. Ragsdale, and Rachel
Salisbury, Directin~ Learning (New York: D. Appleton-Century
Company, 1938). p. 46.
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it provides a new principle or relationship that could
not have been predicted with accuracy until it appeared. lO

II.

OF LIT3RATU

There seems t

real need for &n

1m~rovement

in

most of the present laboratory manuals; mainly in the manner
of prasentation of the naterial in the manuals.

In order to

in some gu1dl

mulation of a new type of e

rlnclulcs for the for

rlment it

first necessary

to discover what the desired objectives of
physics laboratory course are.

high school

The eleven objectives by

The Presidents Co~ss1on on Higher Education ll and
Imperative Educational Needs

Ih! !!a

stated by The Educational

Policies Commission l2 ~ere considere

th the question in

mind--which of these objectives could be achieved in a high
school nhvsics laboratory course.

The objectives from the

President's Commission on Higher Educaticnl ) which seemed
aDpropriate are the following:

1.

To develop for the regulation of one's personal
and civic life a code of behavior based on ethical

10~., p. 463.

llnA
Education, n ..
~lishing the Goals, Vol. 1 (A
Publishers, 1948), pp. 50-Su.
- t ?. .

....

•

-~._-e

on Higher

-cr, Estab
=rothers

l2Educat1onal Planning Commission, Life ~ustment
Program (Topeka, Kansas: Kansas State Teachers ssociation,
(Revised ~~rch. 1950), ~. 15.
13Loc. cit.

7
principles consistent with democratic ideals.
2.

To participate actively as an informed and re
sponsible citisen in solving the social, economic,
and ~olitical problems of one's community, state,
and nation.

3.

To recognize the interdependence of the different

4.

To understand th~ common phenomena in one's
physical environment, to apply habits of scientific
thou~ht to both personal and civic problems, and
to appreciate the implications of scientific dis
coveries for human welfare.

5.

To understand t~e ideas of others and to express
one's own effectively.

6.

To understand and enjoy literature, art, music.
nd other cultural activities as ex?ressions of
personal and social experiences, and to partici
ate to some extent in some form of creative
activity.

7.

To choose a socially useful and personally satisfy
ing vocation that will permit one to use to the
full his particular interests and abilities.

4.

To acquire the use of the skills and habits in
volved 1n critical and constructive: thinking.

oples of the t~orld and one's personal responsi
bility for fostering international understanding
ace.

Since the daily life of the individual has grown more
complex in the last half century there is the need to oon
sider

life adjustment

~ ...
U...
e.-e-.d..
s

stated ty The

,roe:r
due

•

The!!ll Imperative Educa

ional Policies Commiss1on14

ere con3idercd in order to ascertain which· ones were applic
able to a physics laboratory course.
to be applicable are the following:
~

2£.

cit., p. 15.

Those which were found

8
1.

All youth need to deTelop salable skills and those
understandings and attitudes that make the worker
an intelligent and productive participant in
economic life.

2.

All youth need to know how to purchase and use
goods and services intelligently, understanding
oth the values received by the consumer and the
economic consequences of their acts.

j.

All youth need to understand the methods of
science. the influence of science on human life,
and the main scientific facts concerning the nature
of the world and of man.

4.

.'\11 youth need to be able to use their leisure
time well and to budget it wisely, balancing
ctivities that yield satisfactions to the indi
vidual with those that are socially useful.

5.

All youth need to develop r~spect for other per
sons, to grow in their insight into ethical values
and principles, and to be able to live and work
cooperatively with others.

6.

All youth nead to grow in their ability to think
rationally, to express their thoughts clearly,
and to read and listen with understanding.

The committee for the Forty Sixth Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education15 has analyzed
the objectives of science instruction.

An outline of major

objectives are the following:

---

1.

Froviding opportunities for growth in the func
tional understanding of facts.

2.

Providing for development of functional concepts.

3.

Providing £or ~rowth in the functional understand
ing of princi_

4.

Providing opportunity for growth in basic instru
ental skills.

l5 Henry • 52.E..

ill·,

p. 49.

9

5.

Providing opportunity for growth of skill in the
use of elements of scientific method.

6.

Froviding for growth in the development of
scientific attitudes.

7.

Providing for growth in the development of appre
ciations.

8.

Providing for growth in the development of in
terests.

The second step was that ·of making a study of the
present high school physics

labo~atory

courge.

This con

sisted of reading and reviewing several laboratory manuals
or workbooks 16 ~~th tha purpose of discovering the presenta
tion of

terial

t

general

and method of performing the experiment.

alysis of the laboratory

was that all followed ve
ing the

ter!

•

Thl.S

rly t
neral

nuals studied
pattern of present

tarn consists of the fo1

lowinG:
1.

Statement of the object of t

experiment.

o
2.

Introduction or

).

Directions t'or p
re verT d.etB.j.l

iSCU5sion of the experiment.
form1na the experiment which
•

•
oncluslons.

nt.
nclusions dr
thi

from

e:

1.

othing is don
to increase hi

to'

ivi

the student

-ills

chance
of Dro

cedure and data.
or pronlem solving 15 practically nil •

•

3.

ry few of the experiments permitted the student

to express initiative while Performin£ the experi
t.

4.

Tha computational experience is provided but

50

detailed it does not allow the student to think
for
5.

himsel~.

Very little is dona in these experiments to aid
tha student in learning to draw conclusions.

6.

The experiment allows tha student to be 3ctive
hysically but not to any great extent mentally •

..lthou£h the laboratory manuals studied have many
faults. they do meet some of the following objectives:
1.

To give the student an opportunity to become
familiar with facts and phenomena.

11

2.

To allow the student to obtain skill in the use
of scientific instruments.

3.

To Rive the student an opportunity to learn to
reac

to follow directions.

end

4.

To

I:

To allow the student to be active physically.

",.

~iYe

the student some computational experience.

Certain other objectives were met by soce of the
XDer1ments but these were the most common and evident objec
tives in the experiments.
III.
u

in

o

GENERAL PL

review of the objectives as submitted by outstand

cational ,grou

the review of the current high

school physics laboratory
presentin

ested a new method of

n

terial.

fter

S,

a plan was

formulated which included seven distinct steps.

e steps

in this plan are:
1.

resent t

objectives in such a manner as to give

the student direction in formulatina his procedure
d collectin£ t

nec

ry data.

2.

Pr

3.

Check the student's thinking, progress,and learn-

nt a 01

xolanation of the theory to
.
otivate interest
.further study.

in!! by t

4.

"-e of
t

erfor

nt

the e

sion questions.
lch will aid the student in
riment, formulating the procedure,

12

and or£anizing the data sheet.

5.

Proviae

oe for the student's procedure, data

sheet,and calculations, to allow for his
roach to the
6.

ex~eriment.

Provide questions which aid the student to draw
conclusions and to cnec

7.

is leG-rni

Provide space for

process.

conclusion and thus

allow the student to co

1cate his information

to other8.
he exoeriments, written accor
used in the Northern
determine if the

H9i~hts

chool

terial present

and not too difficult for g
ents in this theai
laborgtory u

Hi

hi~h

Q

to this plan, were
ysics class to

s in a suitable £orm
school student.

The experi

re not altered in form after actual

•

IV.

ORG

ION 0

The general oreanization of the experiments is similar
to the organization of the experiments used in traditional
laboratory manuals; however there is a £reat difference in
the

mann~r

in which each section is utilized.

ents have been written

accordin~

to the

The experi

f~llowin2

plan:

(l) objectives of the experimentj (2) theory ana explanationj

(3) further references; (4) questions to check the learning
processj (5) materisls and equipment; (6) drawing; (7) oper H 
tion of the apparatus; (8) points to observe in setting up

1)

and operating the apparatus; (9) procedure; (10) data sheet
and calculations; {ll} questions
lowin~

d conclusions.

The f01

are statements that clarify each uart and served as

a criteria in developing each section of the experiment.

Objectiyes of the experiment.
experiment
d direct t
soul!ht in t

he objectives of th

clear and brief stat

nts which will aid

tudent's thinking toward tha objectiv3s
t'erimen",.

the objectives aid th

I

tu-

dent in collectin2 the necessary data to Derform the experi
ment.
Theory and exu1anation.
designed in such a

ne

The theory

d

extilanation 1s

to «ive the student statements

of the facts, principles, concepts, and explicit directiong.
It is also designed to create interest. to motivate further

udy, and to aid the student in formulating th
and

plannin~

a data sheet.

Further references.

ese r

the student with additional

experiment.

of th

ctu

rences
info

It is understood that in

laboratories will wish to
t

rocedure

quiDIllent can

i

their own

11 provide

tion.

cases different
equi~

t, for

de in the laboratory or

14
obtained locally.

The cost of the materials and equipment

has been kept to a mini
Drawing.

•

The drawin.e: is a sketch which will enable

the student to set up the
method or an idea of
experiment.

of the ap

ethod by which he can conduct the

The drs

mulating the

thod

paratus and suggest to him a

~

01"

uives further su££estions for for

proceaur

d information on the usage

atuB.

Operation of lh! apparatus.

The purpose of this

section is to present an explanation of the principles in
volved in operating the ap

atus.

aid the student to develop

This section will also

thod of procedure for the

experiment.
Points
a~paratus.

~

This

observe

!B setting

ction consists

which should definitely s

0

and !a operating

£h!

rtinent statements

est ideas to aid the student in

setting up and in operating the
Procedure.

~

aratus.

The student is to plan the method of pro

cedure by which he can obtain the data necessary "to discover"
the principles or concepts set forth in the objectives.
The sU£2est1ons in the nreoedin£ parts of the experi
ment will assist the student in plannin£ the
cedure and in collectin£ the necessary data.
the

slo~er

students t

ance in planning the
The student's

tructor
thod of
tno

f

~dll

~ethod

of pro

In the case of

need to len

s1st

ocedure.
procedure is to be checked by

15
the instructor before he begins any actual experimentation.
This will indicate to the instructor the student's knowledge
of the exoeriment at this Doint and prevent the student from
making the wrong approach to the objectives of the experiment.
~

sheet

~

calculations.

The student is to con

struct the pattern of the data sheet.
undoubtedly have to

~ive assist~nce

to the student on this

art of the experiment during the first
~uestions ~

conclusion.

The instructor will

experi~ent.

The student is to make a

written report pertaining to the conclusion he has made while
performing the experiment.

This gives the student an addi

tional opportunity to exercise self expression and to com
municate to others his results and conclusions.
The questions are to be answered in the conclusion.
The purpose of the questions is to aid and guide the student
in writing his conclusions.
'1

•

QUEN2SS 0

The uniqueness of these experiments lies in the organ
ization and presentation of the material in such a manner as
to accomplish the following general objectives:
1.

To prOVide adequate equipment which can be built
from materials either already available or eco
nomical in COst4

2.

To arouse interest on the part of the pupil by
doing experiments associated with environmental

16
circumstances.

3.

To incorporate more than one concept per experi
ment.

4.

To encourage ingenuity and initiative on the part
of the student by emphasizing the inductive method
of learning.

This is accomplished by the student

in the planning of his experimental procedure, in
the planning of how and what data to take, in
the organization of data, and in the communication
to others his thoughts, the discoveries he makes,
and the conclusions he draws during the performance
of the experiment.

5.

To provide continual mental and physical partici
pation.

6.

To provide and encourage the interpretation of
results by mathematical tools of expression.

Another uniqueness of these experiments is the utiliza
tion of a new type of

a~paratus

and experimentation, which

none of the current laboratory manuals incorporate, to illus
trate the principles and concepts involved.

CHAPTER III
TH

I.
These

,c,A!'" J:dlJ.JYm!J TS

INTRODuCrION TO T
ex~erlments

IF

:~TS

have been written for the purpose

of assisting the student in gaining the utmost from a labora
tory

ex~erience.

In order to make a real contribution to

the laboratory experience it will be necessary that the in
structor and the student use the experiment in the prooer
manner.

The directives for the use of these experiments are

the following:
1.

The experiments are to be used in the laboratory
after the material 1s presented in the class.

If

the material is discussed in class before the
experiment is performed, the student will be able
o formulate and perform the experiment to a
reater advantagv.
2.

In order to eat a better understanding of the
objectives to be achieved in the experiment,the
student should carefully read the entire experi
ent before attemoting to perform the

J.

ex~eriment.

The students should work in small groups of two
or three in each

~roup.

~Jorking

with others pro

vides for social development.
4.

Each experiment is planned to take several class
periods to be finished.

This gives the student

18
time to think and plan his activities.

5.

All students should work on the same experiments
t the same time.

This allows the instructor to

utilize the discussion period to the utmost.

It

also creates an atmosphere of competition between
he students.

6.

The instructor should give assistance only when
necessarY.

This assistance should be given in

such a manner as to enable the student to solve
the problem himself.

7.

Each group's method of procedure for performing
the experiment and the data sheet is to be checked
by the instructor before any actual experimentation
takes place.

This enables the instructor to check

the progress of each group and to correct any wrong
aDDroach to the desired objectives of the experi

nt.

8•. A£ter the necessary data is collected, the student
is required to do his
o£ the conclusion.
expression.

o~

computations and writing

This allows for individual

19
II.

n·~NTS

Objectives:
General:

1.

To

~ive

the student a better concept of

omant
2.

•

To helD the student gain
the math

etter concept of

tical relationshiD between

locity,

, and moment.u:....

Specific:
To illustrate that momentum 1s conserved,

1.

i.e., the momentum of recoil of a rifle is
.ual to the momentum of the projectile.

conaitions of a rifle and
as shown in the

arc when t

Figur~s

2

bullet.

3,

prin£ is released.

S~

The pistol i
that it will

uspended.
S~~

in an

20

The velocity (vI) given the pistol by releasing the
spring

C:iUS

it to s

o

that it ri

through a vertical

height (h) wher3 its kinetic energy is converted into poten
tial energy.
It is left for the student to derive the eauation,
v l - ~, for calculating the velocity of the piatol from

'the previous statement.
The hel£ht (h) is determined by using a
the pistol which will scribe an &rc tanaent
line on a plate of

~lass

t~

point~r

on

a horizontal

covered lfith lampblack.

In derivin2 an equation to calculate the velocity (v 2 )
of the spring, tne
dent should keep in mind that when a
rcjactile is fired horizontally t
to the t
vertica.

ti

in flieht is equal

it would take the projectile to free fall the
u:LSl:.iU1Ce

(Dv).
--."

'"
. Dv=~ S
I

,;)

""

Dh 7:V.J t

'" "

""

\

.

Fieure 1

If the

rti~al

distance the projectile falls and the hori

zontal distance (Dh) it travel

t

ined, the velocity

21
of the spring can be calculated.
Further references:
~inans,

John, Introductory General Physics (New York:

Ginn and Company, 1952).
ull, 0. E., l'letcalfe, H.

~.,

and Brooks,

~.

D.,

Odern Physics (New York: Henry Holt and Company, Inc).
Extra Credit:
Derive an eauation for calculating the velocity of
the spring from Figure 1 and the information given in the
rev10us oaragrapu.

Questions:
wer the following question

fore proceedin

th

the experiment.
1.

Derive the equation

2.

How will you

vc~.

determi~e

th

ass of the pistol and

the snrine:?

J,.

11 an increase in velocity affect the

22

momentum o£ an object o£ a given mass?

4.

:~at

is the difference in potential and kinetic

nergy?

5.

What does action and reaction mean?

6.

What does the tere free fall mean?

ater1als and equioment:
Wooden pistol with a pointer, ring stand, clamps,
rods, string, rectangular or square glass plate, wax candle,
sand, sand box, meterstick, vernier caliper, and matches.
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raW1ngs:

atus

Side vi

- -A

o

--8
I--G

--0

-E
- f
l

,
• -H

-1

-Go

-J

Figure 2

A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

F.

Ring stand
String
Plate glass holder
Lampblacked glass plate
Wooden Pistol
Nail

G.

H.

I.

J.

•

ire loop
pring
String
Table
Sand box
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End view:
-~_._-

-- -_.

--A
r

It

~

~--e

JI

- I

Figure J
•

B.
C.
D.
E.

Ring stand
Iron rod
Horizontal b
Str1n
Carbon Dlate

F.
G.

H.

I.
J.

Glass plate holder
Pistol
Spring
Table
ointer

illpre

the sand

o

eans for
by the

r

Points to

the horizontal distance (Dh) traveled

n1

•
0

rve in

in

stri

at

1.

,p

ouer

th

no. the pistol

support the pistol must

2.

3.

candle

y be u

o

pparat

st be l'ovel.
level.

black the glass

plate.

4.

If the plate is a ract
squa

b

1e or square a carpenter's

sed to obtain a horizontal line on

the glass plate.
5.

The glass plate must be adjusted in its holder so

2'

6.

it is in

level

coincid

ith t

the horizontal line

nd

o1nter.

The glass

st be perpendicular to the

pointer.

7.

h

ointer
th a

8.

sli~ht

~lass

plate

tension.

Refer to th
pistol witu

9.

rest against the

511UI..LLQ

2

3 for loading the

....un..

"ll~ ~~

The spring is released by burnin£ the

strin~

which

holds the spring in pos1tio...
Procedure:
he students of each groun plan the method of proce
dure and data sheet for that group.

The method of procedure

and the data sheet is to be checked by the instructor before
proceedin
Each
the neC6ssar

perU1ent.
oup 1s reaui
ta for

to

calculat1n~

.

three trl

and collect

the average momentum or

the pistol and the spring.
Find the difference between the momentum of the pistol
compute the per cent of error with respect to
the avera£e value of the momentum or the pistol.
orK 1ndiv1dually in answering the 4uestions. doing
the calculations and drawing the conclusions.
roceQure:

:--------------------

-

--

--
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Calculation3:

uestions:
The following questions are to be

awered in the eon-

elusion.
1.

How does the

v~loc1ty

of

t

iatol c

re with

the valocity of the sprin
2.

··n..-t are the main souroes of error?

3.

fuich will cause the greater error, an error 1n
determinine the mass or an error in determining
the velocity, when

calculatin~

the momentum or an

object?

4.

y is it important to know about the principles

of momentum?

5.

In the comnutation of the momentum, which has the
higher standard deviation, that of the spring or

29
that of the pistol?
ther'?
Conclusion:

~by

is one higher than the

)0

GNETIC FORCE
Objectives:
eneral:
1.

'To give the student a better understanding
of the concept of ma£netic field of force.

2.

To give the student a chance to exercise his
skill in plotting graphs and graphical analysis.

Specific:

1.

To determine the force necessary to overcome
the repulsion force of two magnetic poles.
To determine what relationship exists between

2.

the repulsion force or two like magnetic Doles
and the distance between the two poles by col
lecting the necessary data and plotting the
repulsion force versus the distance.
t10n~

Coulomb's law states that the force with which two
sin~le

macnetic

pol~s

attract or repel each other is directly

.roportlonal to the strength of each pole and inversely pro
ortional to the square of

th~

distance between them.

The renulslon force between two
deter
in

~d by

lik~

poles can be

suspending magnet (A) as shown in the Figure 1

(B).
The force (m) necessary to bring the magnet (A) back

to its original position and the dista,nce (d) between "the

poles can be determined.
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Further ref?rences:
Richardson) John S. and Cahoon, G. P. t Methods and
__terials

l2£

Teaching General

~

-

Physical Science.

(New

York: McGraw-Hill Book Company) Inc.) 1951).
Dull) I::. E.} Hetcalfe. H. E.) Brooks) W. O. t Modern

(New York: Henry Holt and Company. Inc.).

Physics.
uestions •

.n swer the following questions before proceed1n£ with
the experiment.
1.

State

2.

State the law of magnets.

3.

~fuat

4.

According to Coulomb's law whut-type of graph

~oulomb's

does the

law mathematically.

gnetic molecular theory mean?

should you obtain by plotting the repUlsion force
versus the distance between two single magnetic
poles squared?

32

5.

Define magnetic field o£ force.

·'...terials

ent.

d

o

r

gnats fir

1 pulley, balanc

n of

nt

ht

ters long,

threa~,

ring stands.

bt,

A\.J\.Jtl.l"atus.

~-H

-r
Figure 1

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Horizontal bar
Thread
Bar magnet
Bar magnet B
Pulley

F.
G.
H.
I.

Hater scale
Thread
:.·:eight
Balance pan
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Operation of the

apparat~o.

The apparatus operates on the principle that when two

or

like poles
other.

a magnet are broaght

to~ether

Therefore,if one magnet is suspended by threads and

another rnaanet is placed in a position
repel th

w11~

they repel each

80

that its N pol

pole of the suspended

this repulsion

force will cause the suspended magnet to

away from the

other magnet.
ith the suspended

net at rest, its position may

be accurately noted by an adjacent scale.
y

then be placed in

correct

to the pan to pull t
position.
force

bAtw~Hm

t

~osition

nd

This elves a

The other magnet
an

Ok

ights added
to its original

for determining the repulsion

ma.e:netic pol

rtain distance between

t

the poles.
cordin£ this dist
operation for other distances,
plotti

ce and repeatine

d

t

be collected for the

dat~

of several £raphs.

Points to

1.
2.

0

rv

tt1.ng up

he supports must b
Scotch tap

d operating the apparatus.
11

•

y be used to attach the threads to

the magnet.

3.

The pulley must be as

4.

Lower the suspended magnet

~riction-fre8

as possible.

clos& to the meter

stick as possible.

5.

Suspend the magnet

30

that it

~nll s~ing

in a

34

irlv laree arc.
Procedure:
The students of each grou; plan the method or proce
dure and data

5

t

for that

and data sheet is to
ceedlng with t

~roup.

he method of procedur-e

cnecked by the instructor before pro

erl

t.

'-ch £roup is to collect the necessary data for plot
ting three graphs: m versus d2 , m versus d,and! versus d
m

where m equals the rel>ulsion force and d equals the distance
between the Doles.

(It may be assumed that for a ma2net

fifteen centimeters long;: the pole is approximatelY one cent1
eter from the end).l?
ork individually i

the
Procedure:

d drawing t

anoweri

the questi

conclusions.

,

~lotting

3
lculat10n

:14620

3g

AVE LENGTH OF LIGHT

~XPEn~~n

Objectives:
General:
1.

To gain a better concept of the length of a
light waYe.

2.

To illustrate the principle that white light

consists of the colors of the visible spectrum.

3.

To illustrate the principle that different

colors of light have different wave lengths.

4.

To give the student a chance to exercise his
skill in the use of mathematics.

Specific:
1.

To calculate the wave length of a certain
color of light by experimentation.

~.

To increase the students skill in the use of
I:la.thematical

bl

and trigometric functions.

Theory and explanation:
~','hen

a white light source is placed in a 'Position so

that it glazes the surface of a phonograph record at a large
angle of incident, it is defracted by reflection.

By sighting

along the surface of the phonograph record on the opposite

.

side of the

li~ht,

Figure 1, at a large angle of incidence,

the spectrum can be observed.
on the same side as the

li~ht

The spectrum seems to appear
source and at a certain distance

9

below the Ii

t source. 18

()=.::.A

-~""".

D] L! --,I! \

E

---:-c_ _ _

Figure 1
•
•

c.

Light source
Spectrum
Phonograph record

•

E.
F.

~: • angle of incidence
~.-

angle or reflection

The different orders of this type reflection defraction
ratin~

can be obtained by varying t

the eye (L2) Figure 2.

angle of incident

or

The different distances at which these

orders appear below the light source can be determined by
placing a

tar stick or tape below the light source.

Know

ing these distances the wave length (A) of light can be
calculated.

l8R1chardson and Cahoon, 2R. cit., p. 372.
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&,
R2

o

;, j -

~-'

l L~

•

A

LJ

K

6

"3

D

R,

./

,,/'

P:l,.V'

c

J

R~
~

I?- \ L'

A

4-'

~

~\

+'

R

I~

\ ___

B

/'

FIGURE 2
a-Light source
P-Zero order
P -First order
P~=Second order
AB-D1stance between the
of' the record

rpendicular to P2R3
c~.~perpend1CUlar to P1 R2

,-L 4
2-

ght ray
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The difference in the

ths a certain color of light

travels (he-AD), Figure 2, as it
next is equ

~oes

from one order to the

to one wave len£thj thus the difference between

AC and AD will be eQual to one waye lenJrth of the light being
studied.
The distances
fore t

lues of

LI

, PP1' PP2' can be determined, there

-

and /2 can be determined by uslny. the

trigonometric function tan /1 • PPl and tan
Since

Ll · LJ

and

- n
L2 L4 the
:II

L2 •

PP2.

J5A

distances AC and AD can

be determined by using the trigometrlc function cos

AC
L) • __

L4.

=~. It is left for the student to derive the
AB
equation, >.. • d (Cos LJ-Cos L4), (d • AS andA· the wave

and cos

length), for
Further

findin~

th

ve length of light.

ferene
Robertson, John K., Introduction

D. Van Nostrand COBpany.
Blackwood. O.

In~.).

·,

rron,

•

.,

~

Optics (New York:

11y. \•.

.,

igh

School Physics (Hew York: Ginn and Company, Inc., 1954).

DUll, C. E., Metcalfe,
PhY3ics (
~uestions

Yorlt: H

olt

peri

....,

Brooks, W.O., Modern

G

y, Inc •• 1951).

:

Answer the following

th

c.,

estlons before proceeding with

t.

rive th

uation A • d (cos LJ • cos 14)

42
2.

J.

4.

One

,gstro

lain what

What is

ual how many centimeters?

order of the spactr

ant by th

is.

le of incidence?

tarials and equipment:

piece of

~honograph r~cord,

rings, clamps, white

light source, cardboard with a sMall opening in the center,
ater-stick or meter taoe,and telescope if available.
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raV1n

'"

~f

1--

f

t\

A

~

c.

D

3
hi

B, C, D

&

D

Ringstancs
Light bulb
Cardboard with slit
eter ta
Piece of-phonograph
recor'

I • Te.1esco'De
J • Eye
&

K • Where spectrum appears

Operation of the apparatus:
The apparatus 1s set

according to Figure 3 and

operations on the principle of a reflection defraction grating.
The distance between the groves of the phonograph
record can be determined by counting the number of groves per
centimeter with the aid of

croscope or by counting the

number of revolutions necessary to move the needle of a record
player one centimeter across the face of the record.
Points to observe in setting up and operating the apparatus:
1.

Keep the angle of incidence large.

2.

Do not change the distance

bet~een

the record and

44

the 11£ht source while

tak1n~

one set of data,

i.e •• keep the distance constant while collecting
ata for one trial.

3.

Use a telescope if it 1s available to increase the
accuracy in reading the distances.

Procedure:
The students of each Rroup plan the method of pro
cedure and data sheet for that group.

The method of procedure

nd data sheet are to be checked by the instructor before nro
ceedln~

with the experiment.

Collect the necessary data for calculat1n£ the wave
lenGth of violet light, green light} and red light.
Use the values found in the Chemical Rubber Handboo
as the theoretical values in calculating the per cent of
error.
~ork

individually in answering the questions. doing

the calculations, and drawin£ conclusions.
Procedure:

:~ae

46
Calculation

uest1ons:
1.

bbat are some other types of light waves?

2.

~hat

are some other

~ethod5

of producing the

spectrum?

3.

If the distance between the

~roves

on the phono

graph record were decreased would it increase
the accuracy of the experiment?

4.

Explain.

List the colors of the spectrum and give their
approximate wave length in angstroms.

5.

What type of image is the

spect~um

in this experi

ment?
6.

How does the wave length of light compare with
the wave length of sound?
of ten.

Express as a multiple

47

7.

vfuat

relationship exists between one centimeter

nd one anestrom unit?
derived?
ConC.LUS1.0

How was the angstrom unit

48

TRANSISTO

l:U\

J.Pu:.NT

Objectives:
General:
1.

To gain a better understanding of the operating
principles of transistors.

2.

To £amilarize the student with the use of
transistors.

Snecific:
1.

To determine the current gain of a transistor
by

2.

experimentation.

To determine the effect that the emitter
voltage (input voltage) and the emitter cur
rent (innut current) has on the collector
current by plotting emitter voltage versus
collector current and emitter current versus
collector current.

3.

To determine the voltage gain and power gain
using the experimental current gain and a
typical resistance

~ain.

Theory and explanation:
Transistors are constructed from tW9 basic forms of
rmanium crystals; the N-type germanium crystal and the
P-type germanium crystal.

The N-type germanium crystal i8

so called because conduction is carried on by means of Neg
atively charged electrons.

In the P-type germanium crystal

49
conduction is effected by Positive charges.
The two most common types of transistors are the
point-contact transistors and the junction transistors.

The

point-contact transistors consist or the N-type and P-type
and the junction transistors consist of many types but the
ones best suited for this experiment are the NPN-type and
the PNP-type.
The point-contact transistor consists of two electrodes
(emitter and collector) which make contact with a germanium
crystal, and a third electrode (the base) which is soldered
to the base.

(It is common practice to designate the elec

trodes as e, c
tively.)

b- emitter, collector, and base respec

The entlr

ssembly 1s incased in a plastic housing.

The junction type transistor is a combination of Pd

r~-ty

er

ium crystal which form a P-N junction.

junction transistor e1ectrod
tiva sections; the emitter (

01

The

d to their respec

d for h1£h conductivity),

the collector (biased for low conductivity), and the bas
(Which connects to the common junction area.
The ratio of chan

in collector current to change

in emitter current is called the current gain
c:('

= ~ where
i.

d::..

the current

.

(~);

thus

lificat1on, 1 e = the change

in emitter current, and i c • the resulting change in collector
current.
At first glance, the current gain factor of a transistor

50

appears disappointingly low wh·en compared with the
tion factor of a vacuum tube.

am~lifica

However, another gain char

acteristic enters the picture, namely the resistance gain
bieh is the ratio of the output resistance (resistance
between collector and base) and 1mout resistance (resistance
between emitter ana base).

Thus the resistanc

in RG-rO/r i
• input resistance.

where r o - output resistance, and r
i
Since the input voltage (ei) is the product of the
mitter current

in

and the output

resistan

voltage (eo) is the product of the collector current and
the output resistance,

t

the current gain ti

the resistance gain.

VG =

9 0 /e1

= i c r o /1 e r i

~OC

transistor

volta~e

in (Va) equal

ro
ri

Furthermore, since the input power is the product of
the input voltage and the emitter current. and the output
power is the product of the output voltage and collector
current, the transistor power gain (FG) equals the current
gain squared times the resistance gain.

It is left for the

student to derive the equation F .G • • 0:.. 2 ~ •
ri
The typical values of a point-contact transistor for
the input and output resistances are 300 ohms and 20,000 ohms
respectively.
Typical values of input and output resistances for
junction type transistor are 500 ohms and 1 megohm, respec
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t1vely.l9
ther references:

13.

~.

__ __

_._~_._-_~ ~._._v-- -~2!

Leo

Kru~,

Y., 480 Canal Street, John F.
......

ull C.

.1:.0. ,

Transistors (New York

der Publisher, Inc.).

tcalfe, H. C., Bro

J

-:.i. 0.,

-ern

Physics (New York: Henry Holt and Company, Inc.).
Answer the following questions before proceeding

th the

experiment.
1.

rive the equation for power

2.

voltmeter is connected in either
i

trat

).

th the circuit.
your

an

r

n (PG).

dia

rallel or

i11us

•

eter is connected 1n either parallel or

n

r1es

th the circuit.

Dr

a diae:ram 1llus

trating your answer.

19Leonard
13, N. Y.; Canal

. . . .u

. h

entals of Transiators (New York
,. Rider ~blisherJ Inc.).

__
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4.

One amper

uals how many milli

tra credit:

5.

Diagr

eres?

a simvle one-transistor

10 circuit.

Materials and equipment:
H- or P-type point-contact transistor,
junction transistor, tnree
or thr

IIi

at

,

ter

.

-type

one ampere scale

'th

oltmeter, electrical wire, varible
half volt _.

resistance, and t·ftO one an
Drawings:

or

cell batteries.

Daratus Circuit:

0~,

T

~

~-RG

.
R:l--~

8

ure 1

B

eter
Battery
• Voltmeter
c

1 • varihle resistor

R2

z

Lo

T • Transistor
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Transistor Leads:
ct10n

Point-contact t

C.

I

e

lb

Ie

c

b

,figure 2

Battery connections for the two types of junction transistors:

e

c

c

e

1-

,~

~

~

b

b

+
l

l

-T
FiEn11"e3

I

I

-or

4
r th

3ctiou~

~tter

o

int contact

f

t

transistor

e

c------,

e

c

P - t\,l

b

-t

of-

1

~

T
1

Figure 4
Oper~tion

of the app

The two one

tus:
half volt dry cell batteries apply

a Dotential of three yolts to the input side or emitter side

of the circuit.

This potential may be varied by using a

variable resistance connected in series with· the input cir
cuit.

Increasinz or decreasing the resistance in the input

circ~it

vary.

will cause the potential

plied to the emitter to

This variation of the potential will cause the emitter

current to varv.
rent will cau
current.

An increase or decrease in the emitter cur
an increase or decrease in the collector

This gives a

ans for determining several values
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of the collect

current at different emitter potentials and

currents.
The different potential values can be determined by
determining the potential drop across the variable resistance,
then subtracting this

~otential

drop from the total voltage

applied to the emitter.
Points to observe in settin2 up and operating the apparatus:
1.

The battery connections must be connected accord
ing to the type of transistor being used, Figures
3 and 4.

Know which is the emitter, the collector, and the

2.

lehd of the transistor beine used, Figure 2.
).

Set up the apparatus according to Figure 1 and
recheck the connections with the instructor.

Procedure:
cn group is to plan the method of procedure and data
sheet for that group.

The rnathod of procedure and data

sheet is to be checked by the instructor before proceeding
with the experiment.
Collect the necessary data for calculating VG, PG, ror
plotting the input (or emitter) voltage against the collector
current and for plotting emitter current against the collector
current for both the point-contact and junction type trans
istors.
jork individually in answering the questions, in doi
the calculations, and in drawing the conclusions.

........ )00""00.1
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alculaticns:

uestions:
The following questions are to be answered in the con
clusion.
1.

Which type of transistor

~ives

the

~reatest

current

ain, the point-contact typ9 or the junction type?
2.

"~ich

type of transistor gives the greatest power

gain, the point-contact Or the junction type?
Explain why.

J.

~lliat

is the best operating potential range of

each of the two types ot transistors?

(hint:

see graphs).

4.

List some of the uses of transistors.

5.

What are some very important advant2R;es of trans
istors over

vacua~

tubes?

5
C:onclu.sl0

Ill.

RZSULTS

These experiments have beeD used only once under actual
pnvsics cl

teaching conditions and on
refore it is

ossible to

of six students.

thorOU6h evaluation at

this time.
At the close of the school
to

~T1t

ir opinion

and to comoare t
tory manual.

it

tudents were asked

h

recommendations of th
he experiments

The students! co

in

xDeriments

their own labora

nts are the following:

The experiments
ual were very
simple and did not
these experi
ents. These experiments, being on a B
hat higher
level were a little more difficult, bu were much more

59
interesting,
better. I
to plan th

the principle to be understood
from these experiments by having
the actual experience in the
of the &nparatus.
auld be made eTen more 1nter
t do his own drawin~8. 2 0

These experiments were not included in our laboratory
manual but they were more interesting and just a little
harder to do than the ones in our laboratory manual.
The parts of these experiments which were the hardest
for me were the planning of the procedure and the writing
of the conclusion. The experiments were interesting and
gave De a better understanding of the material in ~he
text. They also improved my usage of mathematics. 1
One of the things I learned by doing these experl
nts 1s never start doing an experiment before reading
the experiment and planning a method of doing the experi
nt. Our laboratory manual is easier and you can do
most of the experiments without reading them first.
I like your experiments as they are because they are
interesting and not only helped me in physics but in
mathematics as well. 22
I like these experiments better than those in the
laboratory manual because the way they were presented
made me stop and think before doing the experiment. I
found the experiments to be difficult to understand at
first because they were so different from our laboratory
manual, but after reading the experiment over a couple
of tices it was fairly easy to understand. 23
I really got lost on the first o£ these experiments
but the more lost I got the more interested I became in
tting the results. I think the experiments should
have more information on how to do the experiment. 4

20Sam Schiesser

21Stanley Clayton
22 Ronn ie Thomas

2JRonald Hays
24 Scot Denison
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I think these experiments were harder to do because
of being longer and more involved. They were more
interesting and do more for the understanding ot the
concepts than our laboratory manual. These experiments
help~d me in my mathematics. plotting of graphs and writ
ing of results. Also it pointed out the tact that you
do not need expensive equipment to do physics experi
ments. 25
The comments which appeared the most frequently were
the ones on the interest shown towards the experimenta, the
ethods of presenting the material, the increase in skill
in the use of mathematics. and a better understanding of the
concepts involved.

This indicates that the experiments meet

with some measure of success in achieving some of the objec
tives of Bcience teaching.
From the observations made while the students performed
tha expariment, it can be stated that the students did show
a mor9 active interast in dol
been sh

in

~heir

these experiments than had

laboratory experiments before.

also believed that the student
the principles and concept
ing and writing th

It 1s

ore further study of
olved and more creative think

they usually did, using the traditional

laboratory manual.
The experiments need to be used
actual classroom situations in order to

re times under
o~tain

a more valid

evaluation of the experiments, also to determine and correct
fficulties of the experiments which may be brought
out with a larger class.

25Arden Vernon

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIO
experiments have been

o~ganized

to meet as nearly

as possible the desired objectives of a laboratory experi
ence and have been used under an actual classroom situation.
The exoeriments are but a part of a complete manual; however
they are indicative of the manner in which the remainln
xDeriments would be written.
The objectives of a laboratory experience are numerou8
ied.

The major aims of a laboratory experience are:

(1) to integrate the experiences in the laboratory with the
desired social adjustment; (2) to

bel~

the student acquire

an ability to solve his own problems; (J) to enable the atu

ent to

tter

.facts, principl

erstsnd t

of his physical environment;
student scientific

d concepts

(4) to develop within the

titudes,

interest~,

Ire elations, and

self-expression.
The student ahould learn by being an active participant
whenever possible.

The lack o.f equipment should not limit

the use of laboratory
can be made to illustrate
of science.

ntation.

de equipment

ny of the principles and concepts

The facts, principles,and concepts can be learned

by the inductive method to a certain

de~ree

of success.

The experiments, as shown in the discussion of the

2

results of the
b~tter

ex~eriments,

seemed to give (1) the student

understanding of the principles and concepts in

volved; (2) a greater interest in laboratory experiments;

(3) a better understanding of the relationship between math
ematics and physical application; and (4) caused the student
to do more creative thinking and writing than the traditional
laboratory experiments.
The experiments are by no means perfect and will be
improved by continual use.

However, at this time tbere is

no real evidence which would indicate a change 1n the gen
eral form of the experiments.

If the experiments are to be

used again there should be some minor changes in the questions
and more further references listed.

Also a testing program

should be set up to obtain a better evaluation of the experi
ments.
he author has drawn from this study the conclusion
that the experiments have fulfilled to soma degree all the
lurooses of the problem which was to include certain objec
tives of education.
In the future, if the precedi

exPeriments prove to

be highly successful, additional experiment
11 be organized to further

~eet

and the objectives of education.
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